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The paper presents some general differential relations on the c1ynnmics of homogeneous 
rotating cosmological models with nonvanishing pressure. It appears hom these that such 
models must in general be associated with shear if there be a linear relation between the pres
sure and the density except perhaps in the case p= p/~). 

§ 1. Introduction 

Schiicking1l pro\Ted that a spatially homogeneous rotating and expanding 

universe filled vvith incoherent dust must necessarily have shear. We propose 

now to investigate the case of nonvanishing pressure vvhen the equation of state 

IS 

(1) 

a being a POSltlVC constant, \\Ohich IS 0 for dust, 1/3 for diffuse radiation and 

1 for the extreme Zeldovich case. 

Before taking up this problem In § 3, we shaH first reduce some of the field 

equations for a rotating uni\'e1'se filled with a perfect fluid to a convenient form. 

We shall note that for a spatially homogeneous rotating universe the homogene

ous varieties are not orthogonal to the worlel lincs, so that although the pres

sure is uniform over the homogeneous \'arieties the pressure gradient has a 

nonvanishing com ]Jonent orthogonal to the world Jines and this would lead to 

a deviation of the world lines from geodesic paths. This is essentially due to 

the noncoincidence of the two sets of 3-spaces: (1) the spaces defined by the 

Killing vectors and (2) the local spaces orthogonal to the world lines. The 

modification introduced by this ]n the acceleration equation of Raychaudhuri2l 

will be studied in the next section. 

§ 2. Field equations 

The homogeneous varieties are defined as the t-constant spaces and the 

time-lines are chosen along the world lines of matter (i.e. we introduce a comov

ing coordinate system). In view of the above choice of the coordinate system 

and homogeneity, [;44 is at most a function of t alone and can be reduced to 

unity by a suitable transformation of t. Therefore the line clement is given by 

(2) 
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366 S. BaJleJ:ii 

In this paper the latin indices run over the values 1 to 3 and the greek indices 

run from 1 to 4.· Some at least of the Y4i are nonvanishing because when ro

tation is present the world lines do not form a normal congruence. 

We no,v take the field equations in the form 

where I (3) 

v'" being the 'Telocity vector of matter and is therefore 111 our case = 04"'. 

In this case the world lines of matter would not in general be geodesics. 

The relation Tl"v; Y = 0 gIves 

(4) 

and 

(5) 

The dot denotes the time derivative. 

Let us split up the vector /),1"/ (f) + p) into parts parallel and orthogonal 

to vI": 

where ex = /),,,,'vl" / (/) -1- p) and IT",'z;'" = O. 

From Eqs. (4) and (6) we obtain 

II=·v.v"=(·v -'Z;. )Zlv
• p. fA, v /l, v 1,.1, f1 

(6) 

(7) 

Equation (7) indicates that the deviation from the geodesic path is solely due 

to the component of the pressure gradient orthogonal to the v~locity vector. 

Nmv in our coordinate system 

(7a) 

We define now the velocity vector, the shear and the scalar of expanSIOn 

respectively by (Godel,3l Ehlers4l
) 

(8) 

(where 'fj"'vpcr IS the permutation tensor), 

q;",V=t(ZI",;V+VV;",) -k(Y",v-v",Vv) v'Y;'Y-t(JI",vv+ IIvv",), (9) 

0= VO(; 'Y • (10) 

From Eq. (3) we have 

RI"T v",·v cr = - 4" (p + 3/) . (11) 

Further we can ,Yrite using Eqs. (7) and (10) 
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11omogeneous Cosmological Jllodels 7x'iL/IOUt Shear 367 

R V "'vlT = ('7)01. -- vOl. ) v lT = 0 '7)a' ---- 1[7. -f--·V. ,vO"; 7 
fl'f5 L ,'YO"' , u'Y , (J l.F ,'Y I "/, (f" • 

(12) 

Separc~ting the symmetric and skewsymmetric parts of 'V 7 ;o- \ve obtain from Eq. 

(9) 

v 7; (J" = ((J7" + k (97" - V7VJ ° + -~ (1I7 v o- + IfTv 7) + -~ (7)7; (J" - '(}o·; 7)' (13) 

Equation (8) gives 

-'f) (·,"'-.1-(v _'7) )c/J _1_1_('7! "') )'7! -LJ-(,V _'7) )'7! (14-) 'f ",v7(T U --- 2 7; " L 0-; 7 c v [ 2 l..,.; v L v:" l. 7 1 2 v; 7 L 7; v l (f" • 

Combining (13) and (14) we obtain 

Substituting this value in Eq. (12) we obtain finally 

O,o-v" -+ k 02 = II"'; '" + 20)2 -- ((J2 - 411' (p -+ ~3i)), 
vv here 9 ",v(U'" of = - oi and (P I'VCP"'v = 

In our coordinate system 

Using Eqs. (6), (16) and (17) yve have 

3 G = - \ [ __ P G3 (O/_[!"'4)] -+2(U2 -cp2--4rr(p-+3jJ). 
G G' j)-I-p ,I" 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(16a) 

Equation (16a) is a generalization of the acceleration equation obtained by 

Raychaudhuri. 2
) Besides the usual occurrence of (p -+ 3;) instead of p in the 

source term, there is the neyV' term involving the time derivative of j) coupled 

with a characteristic factor, which vanishes when the homogeneous varieties are 

orthogonal to the world lines. 

It is interesting to examine this term a little more closely. Using Eq. (5) 

one can reduce this term to 

so that one can \vrite (16a) as 

4n ( 0. ) --- p -+ djJ , 
3 

-+ terms involving GIG, djJI dp and cf2j)1 dp2 but not involving GIG. In general 

moving to the negative definite character of the space metric 911.; - 9'H91.;4, 944 ~ 1 
and vanishes if the homogeneous variety has null lines, and when the homogene

ous varieties have time-like lines 94<1 becomes negative. Thus according as 9 44 
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368 ,S. Bam!J)i 

is posltwe, zero or negati\-e, the pressure gradient \vhich is orthogonal to the 

homogeneous varieties is a time-like, null or space-like vector respectively. When 

gH becomes negative the possibility exists that \vith high enough values of pres

sure, the coefncient of GIG may become negative. Under such circumstances 

the role of rotation, energy density and pressure may be quite the opposite of 

\vhat one usually gets. 

It is interesting to consider the Codel solution. Here the coefncient of GIG 
turns out to be -~ 1 (as the Godel universe may alternatively be supposed to 

have a pressure !J = p and cosmological constant /, = 0) '. so that if one considers 

a universe starting out slow1y from the Codel state (GIG small) the tendency 

of the (p + 3/J) term \yould be to acce lcrate an expansion while the rotation 

would try to arrest an expansion. This is exactly the opposite of what one 

would expect, say, in the case of perturbations of an Einstein universe. 

Again we have from Eq. (3) 

RI"T'VI" = - 47:"v"/ (p -:- 3/) 

and obtain after a similar calculation as before 

(18) 

- [[(3«(/(3 - 2o/v"/ _ljl"v/3 0

( (0)[1, (3 'v v - 2(1)l"vJI(3)' (19) 

We can further simplify this equation by llsing Eqs. (16), (18) and (6): 

(20) 

Equations (16) and (20) are not quite new as similar equations appear 111 Ehlers' 

paper. 

~ 3. Special case: p = ap, q;2 = 0 

Applying the condition of homogeneous density to Eq. (5) \ve have as 111 

Schucking's paper 

G = S (.x4
) 117 (Xi). (21) 

The condition of shear-free expansion, i.e. cP I"V = 0 gIves from Eq. (9) 

gn.;= gIk - gj4gk± = G 2 (xl") c/JIk (x:i) , (22) 

if we remember Eq. (7a). 
Combining Eqs. (21) and (22) \ve have 

gc- ')2 (".4);r; ('Y':i) 'ik - '- .-v 'f' i k· 0 , (23) 

Defining gklgik = {i/, \\'e haTe 

(24) 

No\\' we have the 1'('la1 iOl1s 
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Honwf.!;eneous Cosmological lvfodels 'without Shear 

and 

From Eqs. (25) and (26) 'we obtain 

yU 
(Ylk YI4!hl) = yilgl1';' =-:. (J k i 

• 

Therefore from the delinition of gil, we have 

gu:=yu. 

369 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

Using Eqs. (1), (6) and (7a) and reme111 bering that j),i = 0 we obtain III VIeW 

of homogeneity 

YH = G 3
a (x#) ~)i.l (.lJ) = S3aifju (x}), 

From Eqs. (22) and (29) we have 

, S2;r; J c..,ua;r; ;r; 
Yik = 'jJik T D 'jJi4'jJk4' 

From Eqs. (24), (26), (28) and (29) we have 

Again 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

Now for shear-free expansiun (92 = 0), Eqs. (16a) and (20) reduce to 

(1Gb) 

and 

}. 0 (y(J',,/ - 'v(J"v'/) = 'r;#v/3"/ (u) 'V - 2cu 'V /),(3). 
3 

,cr #,(3 v # v 
. p+p 

(20a) 

We can now use Eqs. (21), (24), (28) - (32) to express all the terms in 

(16b) and (20a) as products of a time dependent and a space dependent part. 
The results are given below: 

i._ 1 S3a--3 
Ei4kJifj U) - ---

2 'YV3 4k, I , [ 
"V/)(T L . C' . d' ] e- == eV1- IVlla tensor ens1ty (33a) 

cu4 = 
1 ,5'6a-3 

E,1 j /Clifj ifj . 

2 'YV3 4J 4k, I , 

(U 2 = E l4/.;,1 Em4n p;r,'.;r; ;r; 
,/-,17Jt'jJ4k,I.'jJ4n,]J· ( ')') ) 

,.h)C 
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370 <-,>Y. Banerji 

Since (J)2 is a scalar quantity, it 111 ust be a function of t alone 111 a spatially 

homogeneous UlllVerse. Hence 

.i1 being a positive constant. 

Using (~34), Eq. (16a) becomes 

3 ~ - 211SG('{ 4 + 4/rBS :3(1' a) = - ~3a(pk(JJiJh4 [SGa:,s + 6aSGa 452
] 

"\v here p -+- 3j) = BS 3
(H-a), B being a positive constant. Since the left-hand side 

is a function of t alone, (JJik~4¢1.;4 and 117- 3 0173(JJik~4),i must both be constants. 

Therefore 

~3S _ 2AS6a 4 + 4ICBS:3(I-. a) = CS6a 35 + 6aCSGa--\S2 + DS3a- 3S , 
S 

(35) 

where C = - 3a<pik<pi4<P1.;\ and D = 30: 117-3 (1\r 3(JJik(JJk4),i. The fourth equation of (20a) 

(r = L1) becomes similarly 

E being a constant, (36) 

where E= Eijk4 E?Il4nlJ!hj {117-- 3(JJi?n<P4n,v} ,1.;/,,111/3 ((jiik<Pi4¢kl)' The above equation gIves 

on a single integration 

(37) 

where F is a constant of integration. 

Substituting this value in (35) we have 

3F - S6a 4 (2.11 -- 6aCE) + 4ICBS- 3
(1 1 a) 

( E) 1/2 
= (CF-+- 6ctCF) SGa-2 -1- DV F S3a-2 1- F~2 (38) 

If Fc:j=O we should have another term involving So to balance it. Considering 

the different possibilities we can show that this is impossible for non vanishing 

density and spin. Using F= 0 we obtain the solution 

S= V-Et. 039) 

Substituting this value in (:35) "\ve find that if B=/-=O (i.e. p=/=O) then the 

only two possibilities are a = 0,o-. The first case has already been considered 

by Schi..icking. For a = D we have the conditions 

and :-~A --- CE= 6ICB 

i.e. E-ijk4en4np 117- 3 [¢4j OV-3 <Pim(JJ4n, p), k - 9 1,y-3(JJ-i1n¢4j,k(JJ4n, p] = 72nB . (41) 

Further hom Eq. (39) it follows that 
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I-Iomogeneous Cosmological Models 'loithout Shear :371 

E<O. (42) 

These three conditions must be satisued if a spatially homogeneous rotating and 

expanding universe without shear e.xists for jJ = ~ p. We und no inconsistency 

in this case. Thus apparently a spatially homogeneous rotating universe must 

necessarily have shear except \V hen j) == tr p. However, the complete set of field 

equations has not been considered because the other equations are too compli

cated. Hence the possibility remains that the case j) = i} p may also be ruled 

out, which seems not unlikely. 

The author is indebted to Professor A. K. Raychaudhuri of Presidency Col

lege, Calcutta for his guidance and useful suggestions. Thanks are also due to 

the referees for some useful suggestions regarding presentation. 
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E<O. (42) 
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